
Wiring Diagram and Instructions 
 
 

Part list 

Ethernet Connect Link 

Mesa 7i76e Link 

THCAD-10 Link 

36V PS Link 

24V PS Link 

Drivers Link 

Z-Axis Driver Link 

Stepper Motors Link 

Z-Axis Motor Link 

Proximity Sensor Link 

Micro Switch Link 

Switch Link 

Fan Link 

E-Stop Link 

Terminal strips Link 

4 Pin Aviation Link 

9 Pin Aviation Link 

20G single wire Link 

20G 4C sheilded Link 

22G 3C Sheilded Link 

28G 9C Sheilded Link 

Extension Cord Link 

Cable Glands Link 

Wire loom Link 

Wire Tube Link 

Wire Fe Link 

Heat shrink Link 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Installerparts-Shielded-Industrial-Bulkhead-Coupler/dp/B01D0N79K2/ref=asc_df_B01D0N79K2/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=198075247191&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=17452685890778356987&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=m&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9006620&hvtargid=pla-414268565197&psc=1
http://store.mesanet.com/index.php?route=product/product&product_id=290&search=7i76e
http://store.mesanet.com/index.php?route=product/product&product_id=127
https://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/B07FBQJTWZ/ref=sspa_mw_detail_1?ie=UTF8&psc=1&sp_csd=d2lkZ2V0TmFtZT1zcF9waG9uZV9kZXRhaWwp13NParams#aw-udpv3-customer-reviews_feature_div
https://www.amazon.com/LRS-50-5-Switching-Supply-Single-Output/dp/B019GYOCMM/ref=mp_s_a_1_1_sspa?crid=2IYUDGX9CPO9E&keywords=MEAN+WELL+LRS-150-24&qid=1667654602&sprefix=mean+well+lrs-150-24%2Caps%2C83&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1&smid=A2PJRZS9176WWA
https://www.omc-stepperonline.com/closed-loop-stepper-driver-0-8-0a-24-48vdc-for-nema-17-23-24-stepper-motor-cl57t
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08J3NFF9V?ref=ppx_pop_mob_ap_share
https://www.omc-stepperonline.com/nema-23-closed-loop-stepper-motor-3nm-425oz-in-with-magnetic-encoder-1000ppr-4000cpr-23hs45-4204-me1k?limit=100
https://www.amazon.com/STEPPERONLINE-Stepper-Bipolar-Connector-compatible/dp/B00PNEQKC0/ref=mp_s_a_1_1?crid=FZY65YXYJPYV&keywords=STEPPERONLINE+Nema+17+Stepper+Motor+Bipolar+2A+59Ncm%2884oz.in%29+48mm+Body+4-lead+W%2F+1m+Cable+and+Connector+compatible+with+3D+Printer%2FCNC&qid=1661352136&sprefix=stepperonline+nema+17+stepper+motor+bipolar+2a+59ncm+84oz.in+48mm+body+4-lead+w%2F+1m+cable+and+connector+compatible+with+3d+printer%2Fcnc%2Caps%2C167&sr=8-1
https://www.automationdirect.com/adc/shopping/catalog/sensors_-z-_encoders/inductive_proximity_sensors/12mm_round_harsh_duty/basic_ip69k_(12mm)/pnm6-ap-3a
https://www.amazon.com/RuoFeng-Microwave-Arcade-Cherry-V-15-1C25/dp/B07S3K6WT5/ref=mp_s_a_1_1_sspa?crid=D3LM6B96LQT9&keywords=micro%2Blimit%2Bswitch&qid=1661358956&sprefix=micro%2Blimit%2Caps%2C110&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUFLWDk4OVBKU1VXQTUmZW5jcnlwdGVkSWQ9QTAyMDEyNjYxSDI1T043TDRCS0ZLJmVuY3J5cHRlZEFkSWQ9QTA1ODY2MjZIUUY0STdNUDZWNkomd2lkZ2V0TmFtZT1zcF9waG9uZV9zZWFyY2hfYXRmJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/B08XB6TQH5/ref=sspa_mw_detail_4?ie=UTF8&psc=1&sp_csd=d2lkZ2V0TmFtZT1zcF9waG9uZV9kZXRhaWw
https://www.amazon.com/Noctua-redux-1700-high-Performance-Award-Winning-Affordable/dp/B07CG2PGY6/ref=mp_s_a_1_1_sspa?crid=2H1VVTHOBN5XT&keywords=Noctua+NF-P12+redux-1700+PWM%2C+High+Performance+Cooling+Fan%2C+4-Pin%2C+1700+RPM+%28120mm%2C+Grey%29&qid=1661359156&sprefix=noctua+nf-p12+redux-1700+pwm%2C+high+performance+cooling+fan%2C+4-pin%2C+1700+rpm+120mm%2C+grey+%2Caps%2C158&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEyQkROSkg4OEFZMlkmZW5jcnlwdGVkSWQ9QTAzODY5NTEzUEJUWFQ1QTZXQldGJmVuY3J5cHRlZEFkSWQ9QTAyNDU2NTAyWEJLQUkxN1Y4N1JLJndpZGdldE5hbWU9c3BfcGhvbmVfc2VhcmNoX2F0ZiZhY3Rpb249Y2xpY2tSZWRpcmVjdCZkb05vdExvZ0NsaWNrPXRydWU=
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07WTL3KPB?pd_rd_i=B07WTL3KPB&pf_rd_p=f52ea3f6-e674-44aa-8fcf-2887439bd52d&pf_rd_r=QQFF9Q01P44GVEK8ZDN0&pd_rd_wg=yXlBL&pd_rd_w=Hhi5f&pd_rd_r=46902758-bcec-4322-8b50-5b0569b3b371&th=1&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Positions-Terminal-Pre-Insulated-Barrier-MILAPEAK/dp/B07CLW5FPS/ref=mp_s_a_1_4?crid=29S9R3F14CB3L&keywords=terminal+block&qid=1668605626&sprefix=terminal+block%2Caps%2C306&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.com/Aviation-Connector-Female-Socket-10-Pack/dp/B07D7SHKGK/ref=mp_s_a_1_2?crid=P9OFNF6LE42U&keywords=four+pin+aviation+connectors&qid=1661379548&sprefix=four+pin+aviation+connectors%2Caps%2C90&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/DIYhz-Circular-Aviation-Connector-Adapter/dp/B07HM4GBG7/ref=mp_s_a_1_4?crid=L8AAPINXV88Y&keywords=9+pin+aviation+connector&qid=1671466001&sprefix=9+pin+aviation+connector%2Caps%2C170&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.com/AWG-Silicone-Hook-Wire-Insulation/dp/B08CC1DLQF/ref=mp_s_a_1_3?crid=LXZC2ZGXMC4B&keywords=20%2Bawg%2Bwire&qid=1671643290&sprefix=20%2Bawg%2Bwire%2Caps%2C194&sr=8-3&th=1&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Custom-Cable-Connection-Conductor-Stranded/dp/B071DFHKRB/ref=mp_s_a_1_1?crid=5ZK4ME20YVT0&keywords=Custom+Cable+Connection+22+AWG+2+Conductor+Stranded+Shielded+Plenum+Cable+White+CL3P+Jacket+for+Security%2FAlarm%2FAccess+Control%2FSound+-+100+Foot+Roll+in+a+bag&qid=1661384268&sprefix=custom+cable+connection+22+awg+2+conductor+stranded+shielded+plenum+cable+white+cl3p+jacket+for+security%2Falarm%2Faccess+control%2Fsound+-+100+foot+roll+in+a+bag%2Caps%2C91&sr=8-1
https://www.automationdirect.com/adc/shopping/catalog/cables/bulk_multi-conductor_cable/control_-a-_signal_cable/q7325-1
https://www.amazon.com/YIOVVOM-Plenum-Double-Shielded-Security/dp/B082MJRNTL/ref=mp_s_a_1_3?crid=3UEPV4GM6HFRO&keywords=28+awg+8+core+shielded+wire&qid=1671464213&sprefix=28+awg+8+core+shielded+wire%2Caps%2C306&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/HONDERSON-10FT-Lighted-Outdoor-Extension/dp/B0B6VWJKFR/ref=mp_s_a_1_3?crid=1BT8YN1OVRNDK&keywords=10+awg+extension+cord&qid=1672241008&sprefix=10+awg+extension+cord%2Caps%2C163&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/Waterproof-Adjustable-Connectors-Plastic-Protectors/dp/B085NVDC3K/ref=mp_s_a_1_3?crid=3UZQERM26NC4&keywords=cable+gland&qid=1671899477&sprefix=cable+gla%2Caps%2C106&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/100ft-Expandable-Braided-Sleeving-BlackBlue/dp/B075VR5G9V/ref=mp_s_a_1_1?crid=4ABZTNEWLWYR&keywords=100ft+-+1%2F4+inch+PET+Expandable+Braided+Sleeving+–+Blackblue+–+Alex+Tech+braided+cable+sleeve&qid=1661384915&sprefix=100ft+-+1%2F4+inch+pet+expandable+braided+sleeving+blackblue+alex+tech+braided+cable+sleeve%2Caps%2C98&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Alex-Tech-25ft-Tubing-Conduit/dp/B07TBCG8D2/ref=mp_s_a_1_3?crid=2A0YG95MHNV2C&keywords=wire%2Btube&qid=1661384966&sprefix=wire%2Btube%2Caps%2C80&sr=8-3&th=1&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/B07H26WW1J/ref=sspa_mw_detail_3?ie=UTF8&psc=1&sp_csd=d2lkZ2V0TmFtZT1zcF9waG9uZV9kZXRhaWwp13NParams&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/B093V62ZW5/ref=sspa_mw_detail_0?ie=UTF8&psc=1&sp_csd=d2lkZ2V0TmFtZT1zcF9waG9uZV9kZXRhaWwp13NParams&th=1


Further References and introduction 
 

Each page references new wire unless clearly stated otherwise. The size 
of the wire and the length will be listed. There are several sizes. The 
larger the size of the wire the smaller the AWG number, therefore 

18AWG wire is smaller then 10AWG. There are also several different 
voltages being transferred by their respective wires. To help in 

identifying the voltage being transferred there will either be a label on 
the picture or a mention in the pages description. Some of the voltages 

are deadly others are simply harmful, so DO NOT PLUG IN THE 
EXTENSION CORD UNTIL THE END AFTER A THOROUGH REVIEW OF 
ALL THE STEPS, ENSURING THAT EVERYTHING IS WIRED PROPERLY. 

 
As you go through the steps it will be best to read the entire page. Then 
cut all the wires to length. Then add to connection ends to all the wires. 

Then finally connect the wires to where they should go. In order to 
create some organization we will be using sections of the wire loom to 
bunch several wires together. Use the wire looms wherever possible. 
To use the wire loom cut to desired length and then heat up the ends 

to avoid fraying. 
 

The tools needed within these steps are as followed: fillips head screw 
driver, flat head screw driver, wire snips, wire strippers, wire crimpers, 

a lighter or heat gun, soldering fixture, soldering iron, soldering flux, 
and soldering wire. 

 
The soldering section of these steps can be a stopping point if soldering 

is not a strong suit. Soldering is difficult and very important. If you go 
forward with the soldering section remember that the iron I HOT. 
Therefore set it down keeping that in mind, west heat protectant 

gloves, and use the fixture to ensure best quality and protection. When 
soldering make sure the wires go to the right pins. If they do not things 

can be fried. 



Step 1 
 

To start of we are going to wire the power switch. The power switch 
starts outside of the box. We are going to use the extension cord and 
it’s wire. To start cut the extension cord back 6 feet, then cut that into 
two sections; one two foot part an then one four foot part. Set aside 

the four foot part and we will be using the two foot section. Then 
expose the wires and trim them on each side. 

Ensure that when you crimp the wires they have a tight connection. Do 
not allow any exposed wires. Also, remember that you do not plug in 

the extension cord until the very end. Feed as much as possible through 
to the enclosure. Reference the wire in the enclosure for the next step 

 
 
 

 
 



Step 2 
 

Black, green, and white. The black wire is the live wire, the green wire is 
the ground wire, and the white wire is the neutral wire. Utilize a Cable 

Gland to feed the wire through the electrical enclosure. Connecting 
each separate cord to its own terminal strip as pictured. 

 
 
 

These terminal strips will only be used to power the power supplies. DO 
NOT USE THEM TO POWER ANYTHING ELSE. In order to distinguish they 

will be represented with the first letter of the color coming into them 
and 120v under the color. 

 
 
 
 



Step 3 
 

As mentioned above the terminals for the 120v extension cord will be 
used to power the power supplies. There are two power supplies so 
only 2 wires will come out of the terminals. We will be using 10AWG 

wire for these connections. This comes from the extension cord. 
 

 

 
Utilize the proper crimping technique and connector. As well as 

ensuring that a generous amount of heat shrink is used. Green goes to 
the funny shape (ground), white to neutral, and black to live 

 
 
 
 
 

 



Step 4 
 

We are going to wire the 12v power supply the same way we wired the 
36v power supply 

 
 

Utilize the proper crimping technique and connector. As well as 
ensuring that a generous amount of heat shrink is used. Green goes to 

the funny shape (ground), white to neutral, and black to live 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Step 5 
 

We are now going to do the last step with the 120v wire. We are simply 
going to take a small section of the green 10 AWG wire and connect it 

to the box at the pictured area and the green terminal. This will ground 
the box, protecting it from outside electronic noise. 

 
 

This is the last of the work done with the 120v section. The only more 
interaction we will have with this section is adding more wire for 

grounding. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Step 6 
 

Now we are going to wire the stepper drivers to give them power. We 
will be using the 18 gauge wire and utilizing the wire ferrule along with 

some heat shrink. Ensure the connection is firm, strong, and safe. All 
the stepper drivers will be will be wired from the 36v power supply. 

 

 
When going from the power supply utilize the connection piece shown 
on the left, then use the piece shown on the right to connect it to the 

driver. WIRE ALL DRIVERS THIS WAY. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Step 7 
 

We will now be setting up several terminal strips from the 24v power 
supply that will be used later with the proximity sensors in step ### and 
the next step for the Mesa power. Ensure that we are using the correct 

power supply and that the connections are very tight. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Step 8 
 

Now we are going to wire power to the Mesa 7i76e board, we are also 
simultaneously going to set up the field power. For this step we are 

going to be using the 24v power supplies terminals we just set up last 
step with 18 AWG wire. Both ends of these wires should be stripped, 

crimped with a ferrule, and secured with heat shrink 
 

 
 
 

TAKE PARTICULAR NOTE OF WHAT EXACT SPOT EACH WIRE GOES TO. 
There are two spots being wired by one wire according the to picture. 

Though each spot will have its own wire. Therefore there are four wires 
in this step. 

 



Step 9 
 

We are going to now wire the E-Stop. We are going to use the same 
terminals as we did in the last step, the 24v terminal. There are several 
areas on the E-Stop to wire up to. We will be using the normally closed 
side (NC). This means that power is running through the E-Stop until it’s 

pushed. Therefore the machine will run unless the E-Stop is pushed. 
The E-Stop is outside of the box so we will have to use a cable gland to 

lead the wire out of the box then another to lead it into the outside 
box. We will also use the cable loom around this wire as more wires will 

be going outside the box like these. 
 

Note that these are wires to TB6. That is the last section on the Mesa 
board. Also take particular note of what exact spot the wires going to 

for the mesa board. 



Section 2 
 

We have passed the section where we are wiring power to things. All 
the major components have power and all the power supplies are set 

up to be wires to further when needed. The next steps will be very 
specific as to what wire goes to what, not that all the wires specific 
positions aren’t important, though it’s more so that these wires are 
closer together in smaller receptacles so it could be easy to mistake 
their actual placement. In this section we will not be doing step, as 

many of the steps are repeated several times with lengthy processes. 
Therefore we will be addressing a singular component and how to 

properly wire it entirely. 
 

We will be soldering in these sections. If you don’t feel comfortable 
soldering then do not continue. The next page will show what we will 

be soldering. For each soldered connection ensure that the wire is very 
well soldered, not bridging to any other section, covered with heat 

shrink, and at the right pin! The fixture should help in ensuring that you 
don’t get burn and it’s easier to solder. 

 
There will be a table at the end explaining every spot on the Mesa 

boards outputs and inputs. If need be then reference that for either 
wiring (may not be useful), for programming, and for placement on the 

box. 
 

This is when wires may get messy, so when possible use wire loom and 
keep the wires as short as possible while keeping them out of the way 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Reference page for following instruction 

 These things are difficult to solder. For some tips try to follow these 
steps. Have your wires cut and ready at the side, put the piece in the 
fixture, add a good amount of flux to the metal pieces, heat up the 

metal area, add solder to the metal, then set the wire up overtop the 
metal, add flux to the wire, then heat up the wire, add flux if needed, 

let it cool, then do the others the same way, once it’s all cooled clean it 
up, then give a generous amount of heat shrink to each, covering 

everything exposed. 



Proximity sensors 
 

We are going to set up the box to have all the appropriate proximity 
sensors. There are 8 proximity sensors. All of the sensors will have the 

same wiring style and the same exact pin soldering position. 
Pin 1 – Black 
Pin 2 – Red 

Pin 3 – Yellow 
We were going to be using the terminals already set up with the 24v 

power supply. Use the following spot on the Mesa board for each 
different sensor. Therefore there should be only one wire per spot. 



We are going to continue along the theme of proximity sensors because 
there are more things to be soldered with them. We have to set up the 

actual sensors and the wires coming from them so it can be plugged 
into the box. 

The wire already existing on the sensor should be about 6ft with 
exposed wires on the end. We will not connect them yet because we 
are not sure how long exactly the wires should be. Though for future 
reference the wires from the sensors correspond with these colors on 

going to the box. Black to white, blue to red, brown to black. 
We are going to cut an 11 foot section of the 3 core 18Gauge grey wire 
(not the individual wires) then we are going to solder the other side of 

the aviation connector. Pin 3 is white, pin 2 is red, pin one is black. 

Lastly, once the sensors are in place we can then cut the wire to its 
proper length and solder the ends together. Make sure heat shrink and 

wire loom are in place before soldering.  



Stepper Motor Drivers 
 

Wiring the stepper motor drivers will be a bit difficult. These will use 
the aviation connectors that already come with and on the motors 
cord. We will not we re-soldering the aviation connectors on the 

soldered end. We will instead split the cable in the middle if need be 
and extend the wire there. Though we will be soldering the wires in the 
box to the other end of the aviation connectors. There are four drivers, 

one is different. Though it should be wired the same except for the 
second aviation connector. 

First we will wire the driver to the Mesa board.  

Do this for all of the drivers, though move to the next section on the 
Mesa for each one. Let me explain. The entire strip you see of 

connecting areas is for the motors. There are six connection spots for 
each motor. So wire one this way, then move to the next section of six. 



Now we are going to wire the first aviation connector on the motors. 
This connector is already wired to one end of the motor wire so we will 

be soldering to the other end. There will be four wires. 

These correspond to the sections we will be widening them to on the 
drivers. Green will go to pin 1, red pin 2, yellow pin 3, and blue pin 4 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Now we are going to wire up the encoder side of driver to the motors. 
The wires from the motors with the encoder have a connection on 

them that is not an aviation connector. There are only three of these, 
the fours motor does not have an encoder nor does the driver have the 

encoder section. Therefore just do this step on the three. 
Remove the wires from the connector on the motor end. We are going 

to use the 6 pin connectors for this step. Solder them this way. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THCAD-10 
 

There is one last thing to wire up and then we will be finished. This is 
the Mesa THCAD-10 board. This is the torch height control. The wiring 
may be a bit confusing though there’s no soldering. Though we will be 

using the voltage meter to determine what wire goes to what pin. Since 
there are several wires of the same color. Take the wire that looks like 
the one picture bellow, cut it so it’s only 4 feet long. Then determine 

the wire you need to wire up by sticking one end of the voltage meter 
in a pin, and then to each wire. When it reads a number then that’s the 

wire for that pin! Wire things this way. 
 

 
Before wiring use a cable gland to feed the wire into the box. 

 
 



WE ARE DONE! 
 

Everything is wired and done now! Go back through these steps with a 
voltage meter to make sure things are perfect. If the are then great! It’s 

ready to be added to the table! 
 

Use the following pages as reference for wiring correction or assurance 
and for programming. 

  



      
      

      
 


